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ABSTRACT
Previous work has demonstrated that in the context of Massively
Open Online Courses (MOOCs), doing activities is more
predictive of learning than reading text or watching videos
(Koedinger et al., 2015). This paper breaks down the general
behaviors of reading and watching into finer behaviors, and
considers how these finer behaviors may provide evidence for
active learning as well. By characterizing learner strategies
through patterns in their data, we can evaluate which strategies (or
measures of them) are predictive of learning outcomes. We
investigated strategies such as page re-reading (active reading)
and video watching in response to an incorrect attempt (active
watching) and found that they add predictive power beyond mere
counts of the amount of doing, reading, and watching.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growing popularity of MOOCs has prompted an examination
of the effectiveness of prototypical MOOC activities such as
watching video lectures. Most recently, Koedinger et al. (2015)
explored the impact of watching video lectures, reading course
content, and doing interactive activities. They found that doing
activities had a larger impact than reading course content or
watching videos. The authors attribute this effect, at least in part,
to the fact that doing activities is necessarily an active form of
learning, whereas reading content and watching videos is
generally passive.
However, not all reading and watching is done passively. This
study returns to the dataset used in Koedinger et al. (2015) and
attempts to extract new features that are representative of different
types of active learning behaviors and student strategies. By
exploring these finer-grained measures of student behavior, we
are able to: 1) support the results of Koedinger et al. (2015) by
providing more evidence that active learning behaviors are
associated with better learning outcomes, and 2) demonstrate that
evidence of active learning can not only be mined from doing
data, but from reading and watching data as well.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Previously Explored Features
Koedinger et al. (2015) designed three features to capture doing,
watching, and reading behavior within a MOOC. Doing behavior
was characterized by the total number of activities started
throughout the course. Watching behavior was characterized by
the number of times the user clicked play while viewing a video in
the MOOC (referred to by the feature name “video”). In this
count, consecutive plays of the same video were not counted.

The course content and interactive activities often appeared on the
same page, so estimating a measure of reading behavior was
slightly more complex. Reading was estimated using a ratio of
about 3.4 activities per page, and then subtracting pages viewed
for activity access from total pages viewed. While not as precise
as some other measures, the goal of this measure is to capture
variation in student reading.
Left unexplored are more complex features dependent on patterns
of actions. We build off of the features previously explored in
Koedinger et al. (2015) to generate features representative of
student strategies embedded in watching and reading data.

2.2 Finer-grained Features
With respect to watching behavior, we extended beyond raw
counts and instead looked at possible interactions between
watching and doing. We hypothesized that students who complete
problems while watching videos, and students who reference
videos after incorrect attempts do better on the final exam. For
reading behavior, we examined the impact of the common, albeit
surface-level strategy of reviewing a page to re-read content [1,2],
hypothesizing that students who review content do better on the
final exam.

3. DATA AND METHOD
3.1 Data
The data used are from a 12-week survey course titled
“Introduction to Psychology as a Science.” The lectures, along
with slides, a discussion form, quizzes, and exams, were provided
via Coursera. The Open Learning Initiative (OLI) Learning
Environment was embedded into Coursera to provide readings
and interactive activities.
The current study used a subset of this dataset, which contains
only students who registered for the OLI portion of the course and
took the final exam (N=939). On average each student generated
2757 transactions, though the actual number varied greatly among
students (SD=1909). This dataset is freely available (with
administrator permission) via the online learning data repository
and analysis service, DataShop [3] at:
https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/DatasetInfo?datasetId=863.

3.2 Model Building
To understand the impact of the new features on learning
outcomes relative to the previously explored features, a linear
regression model was generated that included the three original
watching, reading, and doing features. This model serves as a
baseline. A new linear model was generated for each new feature.
The new feature was added alongside the previously explored
features to predict final exam score, unless it was redundant with
another feature.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Baseline Model
As expected, the baseline model showed that the doing measure
had a high impact on final exam performance (p<.001). Neither
the reading nor the watching measures were significant
predictors. The results of this model can be seen in Table 1 in the
row labeled “Baseline.”

4.2 Watching
4.2.1 Attempting Activities During Video Playback
We hypothesized that some students may be watching videos and
doing activities simultaneously, potentially answering questions
as the relevant material is covered in the video lecture. To test this
hypothesis, we extracted a new feature that represents the
proportion of all activity attempts that occurred during video
playback. When added to the baseline model, the proportion of
attempts that occurred during video playback was predictive of
final exam performance, though marginally significant (p<.1).
This may indicate that some students are answering problems
while watching relevant videos, and that this is a successful
strategy. The results of this model can be seen in Table 1 in the
row labeled ”% attempts during playback.”

4.2.2 Referencing Videos After Incorrect Attempts
We similarly hypothesized that some students may reference the
video lectures after an incorrect attempt on an activity. To test
this, we extracted a new feature representing the proportion of all
video play actions that occurred after an incorrect attempt, but
before the next attempt on the same problem. When added to the
baseline model, the proportion of video play actions that occurred
between attempts on the same problem was predictive of final
exam performance, though again, marginally significant (p<.1).
This may indicate that some students are referring back to videos
to find correct answers. The results of this model can be seen in
Table 1 in the row labeled ”% plays after incorrect attempts.”

4.3 Reading
4.3.1 Only-Reading Page Views
In the current version of OLI course content and activities appear
on the same page. To compensate for this, we counted the number
of pages viewed without any activity attempts. To mitigate pages
viewed quickly on the way to another page, we eliminated any
page viewed less than 10 seconds from this count. When added to
the baseline model (with “non-activity page views” removed for
redundancy), the number of only-reading page views is predictive
of final exam performance (p<.05). The results of this model can

be seen in Table 1 in the row labeled “Only-reading page views.”
Note that this is by no means a complete measure of all reading
behavior because it misses any reading done on pages where the
student also attempted activities.

4.3.2 Re-reading Page Views
We also found that, when added to the baseline model (again with
“non-activity page views” removed for redundancy), the number
of second page views that are reading only page views (i.e., pages
revisited with 0 activity attempts) is predictive (p<.001). This
suggests at least some students review material by re-reading
course content, and that this strategic reading is predictive of final
exam performance. The results of this model can be seen in Table
1 in the row labeled “pages re-read.”

5. CONCLUSION
Our work examines how evidence of active learning can be
extracted from reading and watching data as well as doing data,
and demonstrates that these measures can be predictive of
learning outcomes. Re-reading pages (a measure of active
reading) and attempting activities while watching videos (active
watching) improved prediction of learning outcomes beyond the
simple measure of active doing. While more research is needed to
test their generality, these features may help establish a more
nuanced characterization of learner strategies.
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Table 1. Linear regression models that include new features.
Added Feature

Activities
Started

Non-Activity
Page Views

Video

Added
Feature(s)

RMSE

Adj. r2

AIC

N/A (baseline)

1.8206***

0.3632

0.1509

-

6.768

0.0785

6261.855

% attempts during playback

1.8990***

0.2776

0.2241

0.3753.

6.472

0.0781

5541.207

% plays after incorrect attempts

1.9263***

0.2653

0.1361

0.3845.

6.66

0.0811

5986.356

Only-reading page views

1.7775***

-

0.1458

0.5129*

6.759

0.0808

6259.458

Pages re-read

1.5436***

-

0.1437

0.8468***

6.736

0.0871

6253.016

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 .' 0.1 ' ' 1
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